You may see some
changes in the next few
months in availability of
flavors and/or nicotine. This
is due to the new authority
over "any" nicotine given to
the FDA, and the impending
regulations soon to be
released.
Unfortunately, No Samples.

NICOTINE MG: 0, 3, 6 · 100mL: $25 · VG: 80 PG: 20

DRAGONS VENOM

Layers of ripe strawberries and dragon-fruit form the base for this exotic fruit
medley. Combined with accent notes hailing from south-eastern Asia, South
America, & North America's southern coast. Dragon's Blood is meticulously crafted
with a light, yet, dominant melon finish. With no individual standout flavor the
combination of tropical fruits in this unique blend come together to form a flavor all
of its own. A fruit lover's paradise.

THE GREAT BAMBINO

A rich, creamy vanilla custard with a tasty curve ball. Earth shattering notes of maple
& brown sugar solidify the colossal clout of this multi-layered slugger. A Kentucky
bourbon twist paired up with a light cinnamon finish will call its shot & knock your
taste buds right out of the park! This beautiful flavor is a best seller, and a must try
for both dessert & custard fans worldwide!

KALIMODE

Often nicknamed by customers as "Key Lime Krack", this juice is a creamy mouth
watering natural key lime pie. This vape tastes so authentic you'll have your mind
and stomach fooled into thinking you are actually eating a piece. Sweet, creamy,
full-bodied pie filling collides with a delicate graham cracker crust finish. Delivering
a vape that is second-to-none. Whipped cream & slices of lime round out this word
class dessert!

MIDNIGHT MARUADER

A tall glass of mouthwatering lemonade on a tribal quest for the freshest berries on
the scene. Let the moon guide you to a place where the flavor is always on point.
Smooth electric relaxation will run through your body while you vape this perfect
berry lemonade!

SCHNOZBERRIES

Since 1971 people have been asking what does a schnozberry taste like? Many
different myths have been made about this magical candy fruit flavor. We believe we
found the authentic schnozberry formula & have made it into an e liquid. Aftershock
is here to tell you, the schnozberries do taste like schnozberries! From the first hit
until the last drip your taste buds will be dancing as you taste this delicious mix of
Willy's Nerdy Candies and The Loompa's Orange Sherbet. This juice is truly one of a
kind and surely a golden ticket to memory lane!

ALT ZERO

NICOTINE MG: 0 · 100mL: $28 · VG: 80 / PG: 20 · NIC SHOT: $2.00

JUST REDS

Experience the bold juicy burst of your
favorite red fruit flavored candies!
Strawberry, watermelon, cherry and
fruit punch flavors explode together in
every drop of JUST REDS!

JUST BLUES

Experience the bold juicy burst of
blueberries and raspberries as these
sour blue razz flavors explode together
in every drop of JUST BLUES!

NICOTINE MG: 0, 1.5, 3, 6 · 120mL: $25 · MAX VG

BLUEBERRY CAKE

Grandma’s secret recipe has gotten
out, and we’ve harnessed that
decadent goodness to create
Blueberry Cake. It’s a fluffy cake
with bursts of tart blueberry and the
crumble topping that only
grandmothers can pull off.

ELECTRIC LEMONADE
A tall glass of tangy blue raspberry
lemonade with just enough charge
to make you want to party all night.

JELLY DONUT

Glazed fresh from the oven, loaded
with raspberry jelly, topped with
sweet icing and sprinkles.

STRAWBERRY MILK

As kids, we were told milk built
strong bones… but we refused to
drink it unless it was pink.
Strawberry Milk is nostalgia in a
bottle! sweet strawberry with that
milky flavor you can only get in a tall
glass at mom’s kitchen table.

CINNAMON CREAM

Cinnamon Cream is fluffy cream swirled
with cinnamon sugar. The perfect treat to
satisfy your nagging sweet tooth.

GOOD OL' CUSTARD

There’s a reason vanilla custard is an
absolute staple… It just tastes so dang
good. Good Ol’ Custard is the perfect
bowl full of creamy vanilla custard with a
touch of cinnamon sugar and nut. We
won’t tell anyone that you went through
120 mL’s in two days.

PINK LEMONADE

A fruity, tart glass of Pink Lemonade
mixed with berries and freshly squeezed
lemon that will make you book your next
beach getaway.

SUMMER DRINK

Grab your shades, throw on some
sunscreen, and work on that base tan.
Summer Drink is a blackberry peach
lemonade that will have you longing for 95
degree weather and some poolside
lounging.

NICOTINE MG: 0, 1.5, 3, 6 · 120mL: $25 · MAX VG

A wonderfully
sweet, ripe mango
chilled to
perfection.

A handful of juicy
watermelon
raspberry
gummy rings.

A wild blast of
mixed berries in
a refreshingly
crisp limeade.

NICOTINE MG: 0, 3, 6 · 100mL: $25 · MAX VG

BEARCAT'S BLOOD

This smooth concoction of sweet
strawberries, juicy watermelon, and
creamy coconut, will bring back nostalgic
memories of summer, and a certain frozen
treat.

FLOAT

A sweet treat that everyone can enjoy! A
root beer float with a creamy vanilla ice
cream that is sure to please!

GREAT AMERICAN
APPLE PIE

THE BIG "O"

A company favorite! Tangy, yet sweet
blast of orange with a hint of cream.

FREEZER BOWL

A flavor we all know and love. Rainbow
sherbet.

LE TOAST

This just may be your favorite French
breakfast! Cinnamon toast sticks with
maple syrup.

MUSKETEER

Sweet cotton candy, with tart blue
raspberry candies sprinkled throughout.

Crisp, warm, apples, inside of a
caramel drizzled crust, with a dash of
cream. You'll swear we stole your
mother's recipe.

MELON BALLER

With watermelons, cantaloupes,
honeydew, and ice cream all blended
together you're sure to feel like a baller
with this juice!

PEPPERMINT FUDGE

A warming hot chocolate with a sweet,
peppermint candy cane.

PURPLE PEOPLE

OPENING DAY

So many bananas in one bottle! This
delicious combination of ripe, and candy
bananas, is as sweet as the unofficial
Cincinnati holiday it is named after.

PUMPKIN PIE

O.M.G. A limited-time, seasonal flavor
that will put you in the mood for ugboots
and flannel jackets!

ROSIE

Juicy watermelon bubblegum. It's as
good as you remember.

A grape candy flavor, reminiscent of a
powdery candy you ate as a kid.

BLUE LABEL
ELIXIR

NICOTINE: 0 · 100mL: $35 · VG: 75 / PG: 25
NIC SHOT $2.00

BREEZY

A summer blend of fresh
watermelon and cucumber
with mint.

DADDY'S

A strawberry custard with
a smooth kiwi undertone
making this juice a definite
all day vape.

FRISCO

A refreshing fruit blend consisting of strawberry,
raspberry, pineapple and mango.

FRISCO ON ICE

A recreation of our most popular flavor! Refreshing
strawberry, pineapple, raspberry, and mango
finished by smooth, crisp menthol.

SOHO

A tantalizing mixture of luscious huckleberry and
blueberry combined with subtle notes of mouthwatering honeydew and watermelon.

DEVIL'S BLUFF

NICOTINE MG: 0, 3, 6 · 60mL: $20 · VG: 70 / PG: 30

FALLEN ANGEL

The soul of a strawberry milkshake trapped in a
bottle until you set it free.

TOPPS '92

Similar to that powdered sugar bubblegum you
love and miss from the old baseball card packs!

KICK ASS
CARAMEL CORN

The name says it all! It's ass-kickin'
caramel corn!

DRIP WICH

NICOTINE MG: 0 · 100mL: $25 · VG: 80 / PG: 20 · NIC SHOT: $2.00

BLUEBERRY

A super gnarly ice cream sandwich, bursting with bodacious blueberry syrup!

BUTTER PECAN

A completely far out butter pecan ice cream, sandwiched between two wicked waffles,
drenched with an excellent caramel syrup!

STRAWBERRY

A totally rad ice cream sandwich slammed with righteous strawberry syrup!

NICOTINE MG: 3,6 TFN* · 100mL $24 ·

BLUE RAZZLEBERRY

Blue raspberry with a hint of blueberry.

KIWI DRAGONADE

Sweet pitaya with a tangy kiwi lemonade.

MANGO LEMONADE

Fresh squeezed ripe mango lemonade.

PRICKLY WATERMELON

Sweet cactus fruit and juicy watermelon.

STRAWMELON TANGO
Strawberry and ripe watermelon.

NICOTINE MG: 0, 1.5, 3, 6 · 60mL: $18 · MAX VG

401K

The perfect beverage flavor crafted with
a pinch of Baja and a splash of blast.

BETWEEN JOBS

A unique watermelon flavor sure to keep
your taste buds feeling jolly.

SEVERANCE

When you pour more fruity cereal into
the milk you used for your first bowl, eat
it and then drink the milk... That milk
tastes like this best seller!

9 TO 5

The country's best custard. Get rid of
the pepper taste that you expect and
replace it with a decadence of smooth
sweet honey.

PEON

Strawberries, blueberries and cream
with a hint of cherry. One of a kind, yet
ever changing with new flavor notes in
each hit.

HARD HITTER
VAPES
NICOTINE MG: 0, 3, 6 · 100mL: $30 · VG: 80 / PG: 20

MWD (MOWDOCKED)

A tongue tantalizing mixture of melon and fruit that will break the bond of ordinary
juices.

MWF (MOWDOCKED FROST)

Everything you love about the original flavor with the cool addition of a refreshing
mint!

MURICA

That awesome red, white, and blue popsicle you used to chase the ice cream truck
for every summer.

MURICA FROST

Do we even have to explain? All the fruity goodness of Murica with a frosted
exhale!

SLOBBERBERRY

A familiar breakfast cereal with just the milk and those awesome little crunchy
berries that you love!

NICOTINE MG: 0 · 100mL: $28 · MAX VG · NIC SHOT: $2.00

APPLE JAM

BLACKBERRY JAM

BLUEBERRY JAM

CUSTARD MONSTER

Your morning toast and butter
sweetened by your favorite apple jam.
Your morning toast and butter
smothered in fresh blueberry jam.

GRAPE JAM

Your morning toast and butter smeared
in warm grape jam.

PB & JAM BANANA

A freshly buttered piece of toast topped
with peanut butter and sweet banana
jam.

PB & JAM STRAWBERRY
Strawberry jam coupled with a creamy
peanut butter is sure to satisfy those
sweet tooths.

STRAWBERRY JAM

Your morning toast and butter covered
in sweet strawberry jam.

Your morning toast and butter
drenched in fresh blackberry jam.
Dense clouds rolling with aromatic
vanilla and smooth custard flavors
with every puff.

MIXED BERRY JAM

A handful of assorted berries and
pulverizes it into a sweet and
delectable jam to be spread over a
warm buttery oven-fresh slice of
bread, toasted to perfection.

PB & JAM GRAPE

Grape jelly with a creamy peanut
butter recreates this iconic favorite!

RASPBERRY JAM

Your morning toast and butter
topped with sweet raspberry
goodness.

NICOTINE MG: 0 · 60mL: $22 · VG: 80 / PG: 20 · NIC SHOT: $2.00

ARCADIA

Time to embark on the 8bit. Experience lemon berry jawbreaker.

KING'S CAWFEE

A bold, sweet, creamy coffee fit for a king.

NICOTINE MG: 0, 3, 6 · 100mL: $24 · VG: 70 / PG: 30 · (TFN) TOBACCO FREE NICOTINE
NICOTINE MG: 3, 6

BLUEBERRY LEMON

A delectable combination of sour and
sweet flavors, capturing the delicious
essence of bursting blueberries
coupled with the mouth-puckering zest
of tangy lemons, quickly changing to a
sweeter overtone to finish off this
heavenly flavor.

GUAVA PEACH

Featuring notes of sweet peaches
intertwined with luscious guavas for a
delectable fruity vape.

MANGO STRAWBERRY
(*TFN)

A warm and sweet fusion of tropical
mangoes and sweet strawberries in a
synthetic nicotine blend.

BLUEBERRY
LEMON FREEZE

An intoxicating blend of sweet
blueberries and tart lemons with a cool
menthol finish.

GUAVA PEACH FREEZE
Sweet ripe peaches blended exotic
Asian guava fruit together and
sprinkled with menthol.

MANGO STRAWBERRY
FREEZE (*TFN)

A warm and sweet fusion of tropical
mangoes and sweet strawberries with
a refreshing chill at the end in a
synthetic nicotine blend.

PEACH PEAR

PEACH PEAR
FREEZE

PINEAPPLE
GRAPEFRUIT

PINEAPPLE
GRAPEFRUIT FREEZE

This succulent blend of sweet southern
peaches and juicy pears. This vape
juice flavor is so refreshing that you
will feel as if you're drinking a cool
drink of juice in the middle of summer.

A mix of two irresistible fruit flavors.
Lush, juicy, ripe peaches and fresh,
delicious pears with a menthol finish
provides for an amazing fruity vape
juice.

A tasty combination of delicious citrus
fruits, combining sweetened sliced
pineapples infused with a splash of
zesty grapefruit juice for an explosion
of flavor.

Get ready for the excitement of juicy
and sweet fresh icy ripe pineapples
combined with cool juicy grapefruit

STRAWBERRY
KIWI

An explosion of succulent fruits,
combining elements of sun-ripened
strawberries and tart kiwis to create an
all day vape that is sure to appeal to
many.

WATERMELON LIME

A juice jam packed with flavors,
borrowing essences of juicy
watermelons paired with sour limes to
create a sweet, but tart explosion of
flavor.

mixed with menthol.

STRAWBERRY KIWI
FREEZE

Fresh ripe strawberries and juicy kiwis
mixed with icy menthol.

WATERMELON LIME
FREEZE

Divine refreshment from the sweet
juicy watermelons and the sour limes
mixed with cool menthol.

NICOTINE MG: 0,3,6 · 100mL $24 ·

FUJI PEAR MANGOBERRY

The perfect blend of sweetness and subtly scrumptious Fuji apples, sweet
pears, ripe mangoes, & mixed berries.

LEMON BISCOTTI

A fresh-from-the-oven twice baked biscotti with zesty lemon icing.

PINK PUNCHBERRY

A watermelon and strawberry blend finished off with a sweet and juicy limeade.

WATERMELON HULABERRY LIME

A very unique, sweet and true to taste watermelon followed by hulaberry and
finished off with a tangy citrus lime.

NICOTINE MG: 0 · 60mL: $22 · MAX VG · NIC SHOT: $2.00

AMERICAN PATRIOTS

A robust tobacco flavor inspired by the
taste of pure Virginia and burley
tobacco leaves.

CRISP MENTHOL

A cool and refreshing blend of extremely
icy mint and extra cold flavors ideal for
any mint and menthol lovers.

EURO GOLD

As you inhale, a robust balanced smooth
tobacco flavor will delight your taste
buds, delivering intense satisfaction on
impact. On the exhale, a mildly sweet and
smooth flavor of sweet honey.

LAVA FLOW

Fresh strawberries, with coconut, and
pineapple intoxicate the senses and
seduce the taste buds. Naked 100 ELiquid is not responsible for any limbo
dancing that ensues, or the desire to run
your toes through the sand.

REALLY BERRY

Exploding with flavor; bursting
blueberries, complex blackberries, and
topped with a lemon sugar drizzle. Sweet,
subtly tart, and will keep you coming
back for just one more vape.

BERRY

Fresh-picked blueberries,
blackberries, and raspberries drizzled
with honey and blasted with just the
right hint of ice.

CUBAN BLEND

A medium-bodied tobacco vape
with a smooth throat hit and
aromatic profile. Inspired by the
flavors of premium Cuban cigars and
sun-dried Caribbean tobacco

HAWAIIAN POG

Smooth, refreshing and delicious
blend of freshly squeezed orange
juice, passion fruit's delightfully
sweet and tart nectar, and exotically
fruity and creamy guava.

MELON

Start with an inhale of mouthwatering
watermelon tempered with rich, sweet
cantaloupe that finally ends with the
ripe and bright honeydew.

STRAW POM

Perfectly ripe strawberries and crisp
kiwi, backed with subtle yet complex
ruby red pomegranate essence, all
served ice cold.

NOMS X2

NICOTINE MG: 0, 3, 6 · 120mL: $25 · VG: 70 / PG: 30 · NIC SHOT: $2.00

CACTUS
JACKFRUIT
MANDARIN

A heavy juicy vape that has
great flavor and cloud
production. Cactus mixing with
the savory jack-fruit finished off
with the citrus of mandarin
orange. Crazy, but incredibly
delicious. Give it a go!

KIWI
PASSIONFRUIT
NECTARINE

Kiwi, Passion Fruit, and
Nectarine all blended together to
create a perfect blend for a
perfect all day vape.

WHITE PEACH
RASPBERRY

Decadent candied white peach
is fused with the ripe full flavor
of raspberry in this amazing e
liquid. White Peach Raspberry
come together in the ultimate
peach and raspberry vape!

PANCAKE HOUSE
NICOTINE MG: 0 · 100mL: $25 · VG: 80 / PG: 20 · NIC SHOT: $2.00

BANANA NUTS

The perfect infusion between the sweet
creaminess of bananas and the hearty
nuttiness of walnuts; all topped onto a
stack of delightful buttermilk pancakes!

FRENCH VANILLA
STACKS

Enjoy fluffy French vanilla flapjacks
smothered with fresh maple syrup on
the refreshing inhale. On the exhale,
wash down each hearty bite with a tall
glass of sweet dairy milk.

GOLDEN MAPLE

A stack of fresh buttermilk pancakes
drenched in sweet, sugary golden
maple syrup.

BLUEBERRY FLAP JACKS
A sensational delivery of fluffy pancakes
slathered in butter and sweet syrup are
topped with tart blueberries.

GLAZED STRAWBERRY

A stack of buttermilk pancakes topped with
strawberry chunks and drizzled with maple
syrup.

PINEAPPLE PEACH

Freshly harvested exotic pineapples and
luscious peaches for a delightful explosion
of fruity flavor ladled onto a stack of
buttermilk pancakes.

RASPBERRY HOTCAKES

A freshly-made stack of fluffy buttermilk
pancakes topped with raspberry bits and
drizzled with maple syrup.

PINUP VAPORS

NICOTINE MG: 0 · 60mL: $25 · VG/PG VARIES · NIC SHOT: $2.00

BETTY

Betty is the sweetest gal on the block.
With notes of many different fruits,
and a changing flavor that varies, she
is sure to be popular with everyone.

BETTY CHILL

Just when you thought that the sweetest girl
at the party couldn't get any cooler, here she
comes with a mint that will chill you the core
with just one taste!

SKULL & ROSES

NICOTINE MG: 0 · 60mL: $22 · VG: 70 / PG: 30 · NIC SHOT: $2.00

INTERSTELLAR
OVERDRIVE

I still love these candy tart chews. You
will experience every flavor in the
package at different times during your
inhale and exhale.

STRAWBERRY FIELDS

You will feel as if you are biting into
the ripest, juiciest strawberry picked
straight off the vine.

TANGLED UP IN BLUE

Inspired by my favorite cocktail in
Vegas. This delicious blend of ripe
blueberries and blackberries infused
into a mojito is sure to please the
palate.

FIRE AND ICE

Cinnamon whiskey on the rocks.

GOLDEN ROAD

This delectable blend of creamy caramel
and butterscotch is like a slice of Heaven.

MIGHTY QUINN

Straight icy cool menthol at its finest.

SHAKEDOWN STREET

Nothing shaking on shakedown street
besides this delectable blend of vanillas,
caramels and creams with a subtle hint of
tobacco.

TEARS OF A CLOWN

You will feel as if you are at the state fair
with this perfectly crafted blend of
carnival candy.

NICOTINE MG: 0,3,6 · 100mL: $25 · VG:80 / PG:20

NANA
BERRY
YOGURT

Strawberry banana
yogurt topped with
a creamy white
chocolate finish.

PEARMALELIZED
Crisp, creamy caramel
apple with fresh, succulent
pear.

NICOTINE MG: 0 · 100mL: $25 · VG: 70 / PG: 30 · NIC SHOT: $2.00

SUGAR
PUCK

Rich blueberry
donut with sweet
sugary sprinkles.

NICOTINE MG: 0 · 60mL: $20 / 120mL: $35 · VG: 70 / PG: 30 · NIC SHOT: $2.00

BANANA AMBER

Vape a blend of warm, fresh baked
oatmeal cookies for a delicious mix of
deep nutty flavor topped with a sweet
banana sprinkle.

BLEND NO. 1

This tasty exotic blend of vape flavors
contains a secret mixture of juicy fruits
that are reminiscent of the flavor of your
favorite party punch bowl.

DRAGONTHOL

A delicious blend of sweet dragon fruit
enhanced with a splash of refreshing
menthol.

GREEN NO. 1

Succulent juicy chunks of fresh
honeydew melon run free in this ejuice.
Prepare your vape taste buds for a wild
ride!

BERRY AMBER

A trifecta of honey-touched graham
crackers covered in a thick spreadable
strawberry jam topped with a sticky
drizzle of honey to create a sweetly
decadent dessert vape.

CRIMSON NO. 1

Fresh squeezed lemonade combined
with sweet muddled strawberries to
provide the perfect vaping experience.

FROSTED AMBER

A light and airy, almost cake-like
confection, topped with warm vanilla
frosting and sprinkles.

MENTHOL NO. 1

A blend of crisp menthol with hints of
various sour, sweet and tart fruits.

PINK NO. 1

PINK 0°

Freshly squeezed lemons with a tart
mixed red berry fusion vape.

WILD RED

The juiciest watermelon on the planet is
blended and poured on the rocks
creating a one of a kind flavor you can
now conveniently vape all day long.

Our award winning pink punch lemonade
flavor with a cool breeze added to it.
Vaping this will leave you wanting more.
A simple yet sophisticated lemonade
blend, infused with refreshing
watermelon for a fantastic summer treat.

RED NO. 1

YELLOW PEACH

A mouth watering blend of tangy
lemonade infused with sweet succulent
summer peaches for a truly delightful
vape experience.

SINGLE FLAVORS
LAZARUS
VINTAGE
NICOTINE MG: 0 · 30mL: $20 / 60mL: $35 / 120mL: $55 · VG:70 / PG: 30 · NIC SHOT:
$2.00

JOURNEY (a.k.a. LIQUID GOLD)

Rolled in cognac and glazed with buttermilk, this warm and sweet flavor is
reserved for only the most exclusive cigars of the world. Master Chef Bruce has
emboldened the essence of this flavor into a stately and smooth aromatic flavor
that amazes and inspires all who taste the wealth of the Journey experience!

RIPE VAPES
NICOTINE MG: 0 · 60mL: $25 · VG: 75 / PG: 25 · NIC SHOT: $2.00

VCT

(Vanilla/Custard/Tobacco) This sophisticated liquid is sure to leave you desiring more.
Sweet and sexy vanilla custard up front, with a rich finish tasting of fine tobacco and a
hint of toasted almond. Aimed to please the novice, or the distinguished smoker.

VAPE PINK
NICOTINE MG: 0 · 100mL: $25 VG:80 PG: 20 · NIC SHOT: +$2.00

COOKIE BUTTER

A warm, gooey oatmeal cookie dipped in milk and topped with brown sugar.

SALT FLAVORS
AFTERSHOCK
NICOTINE MG: 35, 50 · 30mL: $22 · **NO SAMPLES**

DRAGONS VENOM

Layers of ripe strawberries and dragon-fruit form the base for this exotic fruit
medley. Combined with accent notes hailing from south-eastern Asia, South
America, & North America's southern coast. Dragon's Blood is meticulously crafted
with a light, yet, dominant melon finish. With no individual standout flavor the
combination of tropical fruits in this unique blend come together to form a flavor all
of its own. A fruit lover's paradise.

THE GREAT BAMBINO

A rich, creamy vanilla custard with a tasty curve ball. Earth shattering notes of
maple & brown sugar solidify the colossal clout of this multi-layered slugger. A
Kentucky bourbon twist paired up with a light cinnamon finish will call its shot &
knock your taste buds right out of the park! This beautiful flavor is a best seller, and
a must try for both dessert & custard fans worldwide!

KALIMODE

Often nicknamed by customers as "Key Lime Krack", this juice is a creamy mouth
watering natural key lime pie. This vape tastes so authentic you'll have your mind
and stomach fooled into thinking you are actually eating a piece. Sweet, creamy,
full-bodied pie filling collides with a delicate graham cracker crust finish. Delivering
a vape that is second-to-none. Whipped cream & slices of lime round out this word
class dessert!

MIDNIGHT MARUADER

A tall glass of mouthwatering lemonade on a tribal quest for the freshest berries on
the scene. Let the moon guide you to a place where the flavor is always on point.
Smooth electric relaxation will run through your body while you vape this perfect
berry lemonade!

SCHNOZBERRIES

Since 1971 people have been asking what does a schnozberry taste like? Many
different myths have been made about this magical candy fruit flavor. We believe we
found the authentic schnozberry formula & have made it into an e liquid. Aftershock
is here to tell you, the schnozberries do taste like schnozberries! From the first hit
until the last drip your taste buds will be dancing as you taste this delicious mix of
Willy's Nerdy Candies and The Loompa's Orange Sherbet. This juice is truly one of a
kind and surely a golden ticket to memory lane!

NICOTINE MG: 35, 50 · 30mL: $22 · **NO SAMPLES**

BEARCAT'S BLOOD

THE BIG "O"

A company favorite! Tangy, yet sweet blast
of orange with a hint of cream.

This smooth concoction of sweet
strawberries, juicy watermelon, and
creamy coconut, will bring back
nostalgic memories of summer, and a
certain frozen treat.

A flavor we all know and love. Rainbow
sherbet.

A sweet treat that everyone can enjoy!
A root beer float with a creamy vanilla
ice cream that is sure to please!

This just may be your favorite French
breakfast! Cinnamon toast sticks with maple
syrup.

FLOAT

GREAT AMERICAN
APPLE PIE

Crisp, warm, apples, inside of a
caramel drizzled crust, with a dash of
cream. You'll swear we stole your
mother's recipe.

MELON BALLER

With watermelons, cantaloupes,
honeydew, and ice cream all blended
together you're sure to feel like a baller
with this juice!

FREEZER BOWL

LE TOAST

MUSKETEER

Sweet cotton candy, with tart blue raspberry
candies sprinkled throughout.

OPENING DAY

So many bananas in one bottle! This
delicious combination of ripe, and candy
bananas, is as sweet as the unofficial
Cincinnati holiday it is named after.

PUMPKIN PIE

PEPPERMINT FUDGE

O.M.G. A limited-time, seasonal flavor that
will put you in the mood for ugboots and
flannel jackets!

PURPLE PEOPLE

Juicy watermelon bubblegum. It's as good
as you remember.

A warming hot chocolate with a sweet,
peppermint candy cane.
A grape candy flavor, reminiscent of a
powdery candy you ate as a kid.

ROSIE

NICOTINE MG: 25, 50 · 30mL: $23 · (TFN) TOBACCO FREE NICOTINE **NO SAMPLES**
NICOTINE MG: 35

BLUEBERRY LEMON

A delectable combination of sour and
sweet flavors, capturing the delicious
essence of bursting blueberries
coupled with the mouth-puckering zest
of tangy lemons, quickly changing to a
sweeter overtone to finish off this
heavenly flavor.

GUAVA PEACH

Featuring notes of sweet peaches
intertwined with luscious guavas for a
delectable fruity vape.

PEACH PEAR

This succulent blend of sweet
southern peaches and juicy pears. This
vape juice flavor is so refreshing that
you will feel as if you're drinking a cool
drink of juice in the middle of summer.

PINEAPPLE
GRAPEFRUIT

A tasty combination of delicious citrus
fruits, combining sweetened sliced
pineapples infused with a splash of
zesty grapefruit juice for an explosion
of flavor.

STRAWBERRY KIWI

Succulent ripe strawberries and tangy,
fresh kiwi for a refreshing authentic
fruit taste.

WATERMELON LIME

A juice jam packed with flavors,
borrowing essences of juicy
watermelons paired with sour limes to
create a sweet, but tart explosion of
flavor.

PINUP

BLUEBERRY
LEMON FREEZE (*TFN)

An intoxicating blend of sweet blueberries
and tart lemons with a cool menthol
finish.

GUAVA PEACH FREEZE
(*TFN)

Sweet ripe peaches blended exotic Asian
guava fruit together and sprinkled with
menthol.

PEACH PEAR
FREEZE (*TFN)

A mix of two irresistible fruit flavors.
Lush, juicy, ripe peaches and fresh,
delicious pears with a menthol finish
provides for an amazing fruity vape juice.

PINEAPPLE
GRAPEFRUIT FREEZE
(*TFN)

Get ready for the excitement of juicy and
sweet fresh icy ripe pineapples combined
with cool juicy grapefruit
mixed with menthol.

STRAWBERRY KIWI
FREEZE (*TFN)

Fresh ripe strawberries and juicy kiwis
mixed with icy menthol.

WATERMELON LIME
FREEZE (*TFN)

Divine refreshment from the sweet juicy
watermelons and the sour limes mixed
with cool menthol.

NICOTINE MG: 25, 50 · 30mL: $25 · **NO SAMPLES**

BETTY CHILL
Fresh strawberries dipped
in sugar with an icy cool
mint!

SKULL & ROSES
NICOTINE MG: 35, 50 · 30mL: $25 · **NO SAMPLES**

MIGHTY QUINN

Straight icy cool menthol at its
finest!

STRAWBERRY FIELDS

You will feel as if you are biting into the ripest,
juiciest strawberry picked straight off the vine.

TEARS OF A CLOWN

You will feel as though you are at the state fair with
this perfectly crafted blend of carnival candy.

NICOTINE MG: 35, 50 · 30mL: $22 · **NO SAMPLES**

NANA BERRY
YOGURT

Strawberry banana
yogurt topped with a
creamy white chocolate
finish.

PEARMALELIZED
Crisp, creamy caramel
apple with fresh, succulent
pear.

SUGAR
PUCK

Rich blueberry
donut with sweet
sugary sprinkles.

NICOTINE MG: 35, 50 · 30mL: $23 · **NO SAMPLES**

BLEND NO. 1

DRAGONTHOL

GREEN NO. 1

MENTHOL NO. 1

Your taste buds will get an amazing punch
of flavor from the exotic tropical fruit
extracts, which are blended to perfection.
A complimentary mix of sweet melon and
juicy honeydew candy blended to
perfection.

MINT 0°

Prominently features the slightly sweet and
satisfying taste of crushed mint leaves.
Each inhale lets your taste buds indulge in
a refreshing blast of mint.

PINK NO. 1

A sweet, crisp mix of raspberries and
lemonade for a refreshing summer blend.

A delicious blend of sweet dragon
fruit enhanced with a splash of
refreshing menthol.
Menthol flavors are balanced to
perfection to produce a one of a kind
chilling experience.

PINK 0°

A sweet, crisp mix of raspberries and
lemonade with a cool menthol finish.

RED NO. 1

The juiciest watermelon on the planet
is blended and poured on the rocks
creating a one of a kind flavor you can
now conveniently vape all day long.

SAVE $5 ON THIS LINE!

ICE COLD DRINKS
PLASTIC BOTTLES: $1.00 · ENERGY DRINKS $2.50

